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Waddle Giggle Gargle!
Every time Mr Archimedes has a bath with his friends, the water overflows. Somebody must be putting extra water in the
bath. Is it Kangaroo? Or is it Goat or Wombat? Whoever it is, Mr Archimedes is going to find out.

Shoes from Grandpa
This groundbreaking, critically acclaimed, and best-selling resource features more than 30 exciting instructional units that
integrate all areas of the curriculum and serve as models to educators at all levels. Adopted as a supplementary text in
schools of education nationwide, this resource features outstanding children's fiction books that are rich in scientific
concepts yet equally well known for their strong story lines and universal appeal.

Lifeboat 12
When a young girl has a series of mishaps at home one day, her mother tries not to lose her temper--and does not quite
succeed.

The Art of Science
A brief introduction to how and why different objects sink or float.
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Science Through Children's Literature
Sitting in a tree outside Jonathan's house is a black and white magpie. 'Waddle Giggle Gargle!' the magpie shouts. A
delightful story about a boisterous, swooping, waddling, giggling, gargling bird!

Bugs for Lunch
Now for something completely different from Mini Grey! A mother hen tells her chicks about the egg that wanted to fly.
“The egg was young. It didn’t know much. We tried to tell it, but of course it didn’t listen.” The egg loves looking up at the
birds (yes, it has eyes). It climbs 303 steps (yes, it has legs) to the top of a very tall tower—and jumps. It feels an enormous
egg rush. “Whee!” it cries. “I am flying!” But it is not flying, it is falling. Hold your tears, dear reader—there is a sunny
ending for this modern-day Humpty Dumpty. Impossible to categorize, Egg Drop is Mini Grey at her zaniest.

Belinda
Jim climbs the beanstalk and discovers a toothless old giant who can no longer eat little boys.

Jim and the Beanstalk
Herbert and Harry are two brothers who live and work together. One day, they discover a great treasure! What will this
bring for Herbert and Harry? Here is another story to share from this award-winning author.

Mr Archimedes' Bath
Belinda the cow will only allow Bessie to milk her, so when Bessie goes to the city to visit her daughter, Old Tom must find
some way to catch and milk Belinda.

Mr McGee and the Big Bag of Bread
"The Art of Science" presents an invaluable collection of effective and simple activities together with associated creative
ideas to introduce and reinforce the teaching of science to infants and lower juniors. Book jacket.
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Torpedo Junction
Shhh! little mouse. Who is that sleeping? Will the little grey mouse find something to eat, or will he wake the sleeping cat? A
delightful picture book for the very young from the best-selling, award-winning Pamela Allen

Egg Drop
“This page-turning true-life adventure is filled with rich and riveting details and a timeless understanding of the things that
matter most.”—Dashka Slater, author of The 57 Bus “Brilliantly told in verse, readers will love Ken Sparks.” —Patricia Reilly
Giff, two-time Newbery Honor winner “Lyrical, terrifying, and even at times funny. A richly detailed account of a little-known
event in World War II.” —Kirkus Reviews “Middle grade Titanic fans, here’s your next read.” —BCCB “An edge-of-your seat
survival tale.” —School Library Journal (starred review) A Junior Library Guild Selection A 2019 Golden Kite Middle Grade
Fiction Award Winner In the tradition of The War That Saved My Life and Stella By Starlight, this poignant novel in verse
based on true events tells the story of a boy’s harrowing experience on a lifeboat after surviving a torpedo attack during
World War II. With Nazis bombing London every night, it’s time for thirteen-year-old Ken to escape. He suspects his
stepmother is glad to see him go, but his dad says he’s one of the lucky ones—one of ninety boys and girls to ship out
aboard the SS City of Benares to safety in Canada. Life aboard the luxury ship is grand—nine-course meals, new friends,
and a life far from the bombs, rations, and his stepmum’s glare. And after five days at sea, the ship’s officers announce that
they’re out of danger. They’re wrong. Late that night, an explosion hurls Ken from his bunk. They’ve been hit. Torpedoed!
The Benares is sinking fast. Terrified, Ken scrambles aboard Lifeboat 12 with five other boys. Will they get away? Will they
survive? Award-winning author Susan Hood brings this little-known World War II story to life in a riveting novel of courage,
hope, and compassion. Based on true events and real people, Lifeboat 12 is about believing in one another, knowing that
only by banding together will we have any chance to survive.

Sink Or Float?
I Went Walking
Explore STEM concepts through making and tinkering!

Just a Little Bit
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'Jessie, an active girl of nine or so, is growing out of her clothes, and all of the members of her large and loving family get
carried away in their eagerness to provide her with a new wardrobe. . . As each of Jessie's relatives gets into the act, the
rhythmic cumulative tale builds momentum. . . Finally . . . she tactfully speaks her mind: 'You're all so kind that I hate to be
mean, but please, would one of you buy me some jeans?' Youngsters will enjoy seeing Jessie's free spirit gently triumph.'

The Man with Messy Hair
Something's out there in the dark! First Possum hears it. Then Skunk. Then Wolf comes running. 'What could it possibly be?'
asks Bat. 'Night Animals!' the animals declare. 'But you arenight animals,' Bat informs this not-so-smart crew. Children will
love the oh-so-funny animals in this twist on a cozy bedtime book.

Floating and Sinking
Repeat of storytime favourite. 2-5 yrs.

Hansel and Gretel
Fancy That!
Another original Pamela Allen book to share with the very young. As with her award-winning Who Sank the Boat?, there is
something for all of us to learn from this simple but amusing story of John and Jane's attempts to pick a pear from the pear
tree

Night Animals
The concept of "funds of knowledge" is based on a simple premise: people are competent and have knowledge, and their
life experiences have given them that knowledge. The claim in this book is that first-hand research experiences with
families allow one to document this competence and knowledge, and that such engagement provides many possibilities for
positive pedagogical actions. Drawing from both Vygotskian and neo-sociocultural perspectives in designing a methodology
that views the everyday practices of language and action as constructing knowledge, the funds of knowledge approach
facilitates a systematic and powerful way to represent communities in terms of the resources they possess and how to
harness them for classroom teaching. This book accomplishes three objectives: It gives readers the basic methodology and
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techniques followed in the contributors' funds of knowledge research; it extends the boundaries of what these researchers
have done; and it explores the applications to classroom practice that can result from teachers knowing the communities in
which they work. In a time when national educational discourses focus on system reform and wholesale replicability across
school sites, this book offers a counter-perspective stating that instruction must be linked to students' lives, and that details
of effective pedagogy should be linked to local histories and community contexts. This approach should not be confused
with parent participation programs, although that is often a fortuitous consequence of the work described. It is also not an
attempt to teach parents "how to do school" although that could certainly be an outcome if the parents so desired. Instead,
the funds of knowledge approach attempts to accomplish something that may be even more challenging: to alter the
perceptions of working-class or poor communities by viewing their households primarily in terms of their strengths and
resources, their defining pedagogical characteristics. Funds of Knowledge: Theorizing Practices in Households,
Communities, and Classrooms is a critically important volume for all teachers and teachers-to-be, and for researchers and
graduate students of language, culture, and education.

Sink Or Float?
A brilliantly funny twist on a favourite fairy tale. Naughty little Hansel and Gretel ransack Willow the good witch's
gingerbread cottage and play havoc with her spells, driving the poor witch to her wit's end with magical mischief and
mayhem. They gobble all her yummy food, smash her potion bottles and even conjure the cat to the size of a house! Can
Willow ever put a stop to the chaos?From the award-winning Bethan Woollvin, creator of the iconic Little Red and Rapunzel
comes Hansel and Gretel, another fantastic twist on a fairy tale printed in vibrant pantone inks.Bethan Woollvin has been
shortlisted for both the Klaus Flugge Prize 2017 and the Little Rebels Award 2017, as well as winning an AOI Award 2017.
Little Red, winner of the Macmillan Prize 2014, was named one of the ten New York Times Best Illustrated Books in 2016.

Alexander's Outing
A wild chase that takes the Queen, the King, the Admiral, the Captain, the General, the Sergeant and even the little dog
through the night.

I Survived the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912 (I Survived #1)
Rhyming text introduces bug-eating animals such as geckos, trout, or even people. Includes additional facts about each
creature.
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Only a Donkey
The most terrifying events in history are brought vividly to life in this New York Times bestselling series! Ten-year-old
George Calder can't believe his luck -- he and his little sister, Phoebe, are on the famous Titanic, crossing the ocean with
their Aunt Daisy. The ship is full of exciting places to explore, but when George ventures into the first class storage cabin, a
terrible boom shakes the entire boat. Suddenly, water is everywhere, and George's life changes forever. Lauren Tarshis
brings history's most exciting and terrifying events to life in this New York Times bestselling series. Readers will be
transported by stories of amazing kids and how they survived!

Funds of Knowledge
Join a young boy for a playful stroll with a colorful parade of farm animals.

Feet Are Not for Kicking
Readers will be encouraged to actively test items to see if they sink or float.

Shhh! Little Mouse
When Bertie is chased by a bear, all sorts of people chase after him and make all sorts of deafening sounds.

Herbert and Harry
Two mice have fun playing on a teeter-totter, but as more and larger friends join them, it becomes increasingly difficult to
stay balanced.

Things That Float and Things That Don't
When Mouse and Elephant decide to go on the seesaw, Mouse needs a lot of help from other animals before they can go up
and down.

Mr McGee and the Blackberry Jam
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Introduces the concepts of floating and sinking, and how they are used in the world. Includes an activity.

The Potato People
'Stay close, take care,' quacked Alexander's mother. But Alexander was a wayward duckling - he straggled behind and
disappeared down a deep dark hole

Balancing Act
Every Friday, Jack spends the day with his Grandma. They romp roly-poly on the ground, they read stories and they eat
cake. Then, one cold and rainy Friday, they make the potato people . . .

A Lion in the Night
The reader is invited to guess who causes the boat to sink when five animal friends of varying sizes decide to go for a row.

Harriet, You'll Drive Me Wild!
"At the farm, the donkey is teased by the other animals - especially the bull! Then one night the donkey has a magical
dream. The following morning, the all set out on an amazing journey. This uplifting story of humility, courage and
compassion weaves in the heroic Anzac legend of Simpson and the Donkey. Lyrically told and beautifully illustrated, it is a
story that demands to be read and re-read, while the timeless themes will inspire readers of all ages."--Back cover.

My Cat Maisie (comprehension Kit for 5 Year Olds)
It can be surprising which objects float and which don't. An apple floats, but a ball of aluminum foil does not. If that same
ball of foil is shaped into a boat, it floats! Why? And how is it possible that a huge ship made of steel can float? Answering
these questions about density and flotation is David A. Adler's clear, concise text, paired with Anna Raff's delightful
illustrations. Activities that demonstrate the properties of flotation are included.

Making and Tinkering with STEM
`Here is a story, absurd as can be, of Mr McGee who's swallowed at sea.' A perfect tale to share with the very young. 32
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pages Paperback

The Pear in the Pear Tree
Do not feed the animals, the notice board said. But Mr McGee had a big bag of bread. Share in the fun as Mr McGee sets out
to feed the animals in the zoo, and meets one very hungry crocodile.

Who Sank the Boat?
Bertie and the Bear
One morning Mr McGee wakes up feeling grumpy. 'I want blackberry jam instead!' But his quest to find the blackberries
leads him into all sorts of funny situations.

Mr McGee Goes to Sea
"Look at those feet! Aren’t they sweet?” Yes—when they’re walking, standing, leaping and landing. And when they’re
kicking balls or leaves. But not when they’re kicking people! In simple words and charming full-color illustrations, this book
helps little ones learn to use their feet for fun, not in anger or frustration. It also includes tips for parents and caregivers on
how to help toddlers be sweet with their feet.
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